Microtech Infinity™ ERP is a total integrated software solution
designed to handle Enterprise-wide Resource Planning (ERP). It
lets companies exchange key data among management, HR,
finance, and operational departments, and with both suppliers
and customers.
Microtech Infinity ERP is a fine expression of the inseparability of
business and information technology. It helps the enterprise link
its resources, utilize and allocate them in the best possible
manner and control them on a real time basis. The system
provides access to real-time information, will integrate with
existing electronic commerce systems, will link to both suppliers
and customers, and will provide and integrate decision support.
Microtech Infinity ERP is adaptable enterprise software that
integrates the right mix of features and functions for your
business and industry. You benefit with knowledgeable
implementation support from our full-service consulting
services. You receive superior integration to legacy or specialized
point solutions, along with the ability to collaborate with your
partners, and customers.
Microtech Infinity is adaptable to your business requirements.
Information technologies automate the processes that comprise
the backbone of your business. It is therefore imperative that
these technologies should align with your strategic goals and
adapt to your future requirements.
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Microtech Infinity™ ERP exploits the power of multi-tier Client Server
Architecture, which adds a middle stratum, embodying application
logic and the business rules that are not part of the application,
enforcing appropriate validation checks and releasing processing
and reporting time from the clients. As well, it handles separate
processors for reporting and job queuing. The client server
technology enables it to run across various database back ends.
Investment Protection
Microtech Infinity™ ERP is designed to inter-connect
with other software. Special APls are used to
intelligently populate its database or extract data in a
user defined format. By design, you should not outgrow
the system soon. As Microtech is constantly developing,
even when your underlying platforms change, a natural
upgrade path will be available to accommodate latest
technologies. This ensures your investment is protected
for many years to come.
Business Growth
Microtech team of consultants are constantly working
closely with our development teams to add or change
functionality, and manage changes in accordance with
feedback from our clients, as well as general changes to
industry requirements, and business process
development to match ever-changing technologies.
Continuous updating not only gives you the
competitive edge of fully harnessing computing power
to serve your business, but also ensures best practice
and updated re-engineering for maximum profitability.

Microtech Infinity™ ERP assumes the possibility of companies having
multiple locations of operation and control. Hence, the online data
transfer has to be done across locations.
To facilitate these transactions, the other important enabling
technologies for Microtech Infinity™ ERP are Workftow, Workgroup,
GroupWare, Electronic Data Interchange (EDI), XML, Brokerage,
Internet, Intranet, Data Warehousing, and OLAP.
Microtech Infinity™ ERP is web enabled through the Microtech
Infinity.com™ business platform.
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Flexibility
Flexible enough to respond to the changing needs of an enterprise.
You need to adapt to a dynamic market. Microtech Infinity™ ERP frees
you to focus on your business. It will adapt to your business,
according to your business rules.
Modular& Open

Comprehensive
It was designed to be able to support variety of
organizational functions and is suitable for a wide range
of business organizations, operating in global
multi-cultural environments.
Accessibility
Microtech Infinity.com™ provides the easy access to the
system whether by internal employees or by people
outside the organization, such as potential customers,
existing customers and business partners. The system
provides a ready web interface to the order entry, order
status tracking, customer/market data, payments, and
inventory information. Additional modules are added
according to business requirements.

It is built using the open system architecture. This means that any
module can be interfaced or detached whenever required without
affecting the other modules. It supports connectivity to third party
add-ons through the connectivity API layer as well.
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Get information quickly and easily
Microtech Infinity™ ERP makes financial reporting easy with drill-down
capabilities all the way down to the details. Microtech Infinity™ ERP quickly
gives you the critical information you need to make important decisions.
Microtech Infinity™ ERP Financial & Business Analytics helps organizations: D
Utilize consistent data throughout the enterprise
Accommodate Multiple Cultures
For those companies who operate globally, operations
and data entry in multiple languages will become
inevitable. Microtech Infinity™ ERP has addressed those
requirements elegantly, and will operate simultaneously
on the same database in multiple language interfaces,
as well as produce reports in multiple languages.
Uni-Code design supports Katakana languages as well
(Chinese, Japanese, etc.).
Improve business analysis
For the big picture view of changing business and
market conditions, Microtech Infinity™ ERP provides an
array of highly graphical business intelligence tools.
These tools draw on real-time information collected
from your enterprise systems, from partner systems and
from other sources, integrating it to help you spot
trends and identify issues and opportunities.
At every stage you can drill down from the high-level
measurements to get the detailed information. Whether
the information is inside or outside your organization,
our powerful business intelligence tools can help you
understand it, analyze it, and make it work for you.
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Handle multi-site, multicurrency, multi-company manufacturing
Improve business analysis
Make better decisions through faster access to real time information
Save money and resources by eliminating IT involvement
Expand distribution of data throughout your enterprise
Improve cost control and tracking
Get vital information using powerful drill-down capabilities
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Our Business Consulting and Client Service teams are here to help
you:
• Get your staff operating quickly using in-depth, job-specific training
• Implement the solution effectively with minimal cost.
• Maintain and grow the value of your technology asset
Microtech is your partner who has the integrated software and
services you need and will stick with you to ensure that your
technology investment is an asset that grows in value over time.
Microtech will work with you for mutual success over the long term.
Reengineering can be called an essential precursor to
ERP implementation. Since ERP gets the best out of the
available resources, it is very important to reengineer
the business processes before going for an ERP
implementation. If the business processes are not
streamlined, the resource allocation will always be
sub-optimal. Reengineering also makes it smooth to
drive the ERP implementation program, because the
former builds the spirit of competitiveness and
adaptation of best practices.
Through Microtech's strong commitment to
supporting continuing education, our staff has
acquired valuable expertise in the design and
coordination of business processes, data models,
controlling and running our applications for maximum
business growth. They are also equipped with years of
experience in implementing best practices for
different industries.

Training and support
Microtech Certified Business Analysts, who are involved in
training, implementation of services and ongoing customer
support, have a superb reputation for being both responsive
and effective. Through a team approach, Microtech is dedicated
and focused on ensuring clients take full advantage of our
products. Our approach also ensures that we build for our
customer his own first line support team, to ensure non stop
smooth operations.

Consulting
Microtech offers consulting services through a group of affiliated
consultants; experts in management, finance, operations research,
marketing, merchandising, retail, project management, and cost
accounting have participated with Microtech's on board team in
making our customers attain their goals through meeting project
schedules and successfully realizing the anticipated return on
investment.

Microtech Implementation Methodology:
The implementation concept plan or the blueprint manual is developed by one of
Microtech Infinity™ ERP Certified Business Consultants with the assistance of your
management and operations team. It shows the details of implementation
preparation and execution steps. It is developed considering your business
priorities and constraints and is used for developing a realistic implementation
budget, implementation schedule, and issue resolution plan. It will be also useful
for interviewing and selecting your key users, or the software operation
champions.
Proven benefits from MIM are:
1. Overcoming implementation obstacles: Our tested methodology identifies and
removes primary obstacles to success, including lack of internal staff skills or
training, operations objectivity, intracompany differences, and systemic process
problems.
2. Completing the project on time: Leads to an on-time implementation and early
recognition of expected benefits-unlike most implementations that are
considerably behind original schedules and goals.
3.Getting your software up and running sooner: The sooner it is up, the sooner
you start seeing a return on your investment. Microtech methodology makes the
implementation much quicker.

If you are interested in either our partnership
programs give us a call on
+202 33369855
or partners@microtech.com.eg
For more information,
please visit www.microtech-eg.com
or contact us at:
T: +202 37611525 / 37610907 / 33369855
F: +202 37498784

